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Soap-making: a hobby that can turn into a business with multi digit turnover or a passion that can

make relatives and friends remember you with a fond smile when they catch a familiar aroma. This

reader-friendly book is just the tool you need to turn a hobby into a profitable source of income, or

just wow your social circle with a skill that translates into a $5.5 billion USD industry! Creating soap

is not a thing to be taken lightly, you can be as professional you want, customizing it according to

the person who will use it. Imagine the bliss you can give a busy spouse or friend, the next best

thing to a spa visit, a soap that has all the right makings just like a romantic novel that will sweep

you away! You will find this book simple and easy to follow, a refreshing take on soap making for

both Professionals and Beginners. All the secret ingredients that you can use in making soap from a

scratch are filed in easy to remember ways and making luxurious soaps is now so much easier with

this handy guide. Learn to make all organic soaps with artisanal flair and try out the recipes that

make great gift ideas!
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An excellent book that is easy to read! I learned a lot about making soap. Previously it was not clear

to me how solid soaps are obtained from liquid oils. My wife was interested in making natural soap.

Previously, she could buy it in a store, now she can do it herself! The book has everything: the

technology of making, description of essential oils and tricks in the making. A lot of oils with which



you can prepare soap for every taste. Even combinations of oils and their properties are indicated.

Definitely recommend!

A good read both for the beginners and professionals. The book is really well structured and

contains detailed explanation of possible ingredients and various processes of soap making.The

book also has a calculator which I found very helpful

If you are a beginner to liquid soap making this is the book for you. I like the easy step by step

instructions and the basic recipes for anything you would need in your liquid soap line. Very nicely

written. I would recommend this book to others.Thank to the author

This is really one of the most interesting book i have ever read, now i know everything about soap

and sometimes it makes me shocked and sometimes it amazed me how its made. Now i can create

my own soap!!

Very informative. This book is very easy to follow and doesn't have a lot of the fillers that most

others have on soap making. I'd suggest this book to others.

I love making soap in my own, using it as small gifts for our friends and neighbors. And I definitely

enjoyed this book, as it has so many soap recipes to offer, ranging from very basic to exotic ones.

Just awesome!

A really good and informative book about making your own soaps. This is an excellent book for

those, myself included, who are new to soap making or for any novice. I look forward to trying out a

few of the recipes.

Well Done! Really great teoretical book about soap making. Not only well designed chapters and

problems you can encounter, but also wisualized with graphics.If you want to know how to mix soap

colors and oils, author recommendations for using oils, their compatibility, their natural supplements

and what are the properties of additives this book is definitely for you.
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